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Abstract!
Onset timing and spectral location are thought to play a
role both in auditory stream separation and sound
identification and interpretation. The objective of this
work is to assess the degree to which the sound onset
alone can be used to identify a sound. A passive model
of the auditory system is used in combination with a
biologically-inspired neural-encoder to study musical
sounds from across the McGill dataset. The model
attempts to simulate the way that onset information is
coded in the cochlea nucleus. Each sound produces an
onset coding pattern over a period (the onset interval: a
few tens of ms) which we call the onset fingerprint. Here
a time-domain neural network (reservoir network) is
used to classify the onset fingerprints into musical
instrument categories. !

Introduction!

•
•

Positive-going zero-crossing based spike-encoding of each channel to
simulate the raw auditory nerve signal.
Leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model used to detect sound onsets.
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Results – example 2-class problem!

Fig. 1: The biologically-inspired auditory model[1], producing onset spikes from AN-like spikes.

Physiological evidence suggests that specific neurons within
The onset fingerprint is then coded as an nchannels-dimensional time-series.
the cochlear nucleus specialise in sound onset detection. They
Experimental design
are thought to contribute to:
Sound data are drawn from the McGill[2] dataset, over a range of 3 octaves:
•
50 samples of a tenor trombone
•
Auditory stream separation
What?
•
50 samples of an acoustic guitar
•
Sound identification
•
Sound source location (ITD, ILD)
Where? Each sound is passed through the auditory model to produce an onset fingerprint,
which is then coded as an nchannels-dimensional time-series. The time-series’ are
They are good candidates for such tasks due to their noise
then passed to the neural network in random order, with a fixed (but adjustable)
tolerance and reverberation invariance.
time gap between each coded sound.
There is also psychoacoustic evidence that the sound onset
(or transient) is crucial in musical sound identification:
Time-domain neural network
A recurrent-type neural network
•
Removal/smoothing the first 50ms of a musical note
known as an Echo State Network
can make it hard to identify the instrument (see
(ESN) is used[3] (see Fig. 2).
demo)
• Commonly used for time-series
The basic premise of the work is:
prediction
Can a biologically-inspired model of the neural
• Used here to allow timing and
onset detection system provide a robust means
spectral information to contribute to
for sound classification?
the classification
• Large, randomly inter-connected
Method!
reservoir layer with N~1000 LIF
Biologically-inspired auditory model
neurons
A biologically-inspired representation of the auditory nerve
• Random, all-to-all input and output
(AN) signal is used, together with onset detector neurons[1],
connections
as a tool for sound identification/recognition (see Fig. 1).
• Only connections from reservoir
•
Passive gammatone filterbank (32 channels,
layer to output layer are trained
Fig. 2: Diagram of an Echo State Network[3], used
0.1-10kHz).!
to classify sounds based on their onset fingerprints

Figs. 3: Example input and output signals for a 2-class ESN
task, using onset fingerprints. Gap of 20ms between
presentation of each time-series fingerprint.

Conclusions!
Performance with 2 sound classes shows
promise, but application needs development and
further testing
•
~70% success rate in this example
•
Up to 80% success rate currently
possible, depending on instruments
•
ESNs are still an emerging field, but
show promise for this kind of task
Time gap between presentation of each onset
fingerprint to the network is crucial
•
20-30ms delay is a sweet spot
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